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 Volodymyr Zelensky attends the IX International Book Festival "Book Ars... (12)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky examines books on the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire Wednesday, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky examines books on the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire Wednesday, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky examines books on the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire Wednesday, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky examines books on the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire Wednesday, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky examines books on the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire Wednesday, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky examines books on the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire Wednesday, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky counts his money to buy books on the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire Wednesday, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky poses for a selfie with passerby as he walks in the street in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire on May 22, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky (R) collects books he purchased at the 9th edition of the International Book Arsenal Festival in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire on May 22, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky (C) answers an AFP journalists' questions at the 9th edition of the International Book Arsenal Festival in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire on May 22, just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky carries bags of books he bought as he leaves the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Newly elected Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky (R) carries bags of books he bought as he leaves the IX International Book Festival "Book Arsenal" in Kiev on May 23, 2019. - Ukraine's new president Volodymyr Zelensky came under fire just days after taking office, over key hiring decisions including appointing a chief of staff with links to a controversial oligarch. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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